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1.

Overview

Service

Dividend
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Today, blockchain technology can’t be limited only to cryptocurrency. Even from a remote location, this enables us to close
deals with mutual trust and share exclusive information and profit and facilitate services and drive value to potential markets.
WEPICK has brought innovation to the exchange field that the potential of social blockchain technology
hasn’t been fully utilized. Continuous upgrade of bitcoin version enabled us to expand our business to those fields that
we had difficulties in reaching out with our services. WEPICK has already finished it preparation for disclosure on
the optimized models of bitcoin for global price comparison shopping malls and social casinos. Years of
exchange solution development, its operation capability and business know-how’s built up between founders
and their partners will be presented. This whitepaper will allow you to find out practical and detailed working plan
devised by ‘Dividend-Offering All-In-One Service Exchange, WEPICK’.

2.

Vision

“Coin of Which Price Stays Stablized”

“Why We Need 2 Kinds of Services?”
In order to realize this promise, we had to prepare 2 kinds of services. There are actually more kinds of services and
functions, but the reason why it has to be at least 2 kinds is that users should be able to obtain, spend and reserve coins
and the reason why these activities are to be done is to get them satisfied.
WEPICK opens social casino service, ‘BITBET’ which is followed by ‘Smile It’ that provides price comparison service.
In a word, you can get money by ‘BITBET’ and shop at Smile It. Users will have more options to choose to get themselves
satisfied and as for the quality of their satisfaction, richness is guaranteed.

ⒸDesigned by Freepik
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No matter how far you may throw off stone, it is made to fall onto the ground. The only stone that is known to us to
have been floating until now is the earth. In order to keep the coin price stable, we should focus on its market instead of its
capacity. If users don’t want, no matter how hard you may try, the coin price is meant to drastically fall down.
The most important rule on the earth is the law of gravity. In case of markets, you should never forget that it is the law of
equivalent exchange. No one should ever persist on the situation where there are more coin issuers than the value earned
by users. Besides, the service which satisfies the user only once cannot be perpetual.
We chose the dividend offering exchange in order to provide more value to our users. In addition, we provide all-in-one
service in order to keep our users satisfied. Everything comes down to one thing. We will keep offering dividend and also
continuously provide service that would satisfy our users and lead on to new service. In this process, we promise that more
value should be shared.

“Who Actually Owns the Coin”

Smile It

WPC TOKEN HOLDERS
Battle Bit

WEPICK holders can be guaranteed with more authority and profit as ‘BITBET’ and ‘Smile It’ create more revenue.
This is not WEPICK’s proprietary unique method. The first thing WEPICK pursue is reliability on the exchange. WPC
holders can check transparent operation through daily provided revenue settlement process.
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Since existing utility tokens are based on ICO or IEO, token option belongs to the foundation. Some grant equity
and dividend through POS, however, this only guarantees purchase right on the foundation products and
service and any right to claim actual equity on the foundation’s revenue hasn’t been granted by this. Besides,
existing utility tokens couldn’t be used for our real lives, even creating vicious cycle in which their prices
drastically decrease, and this caused the value of clients’ asset to hit the ground. Therefore, WEPICK
executes dividend option system in order to return, to clients, token options which weren’t taken care of at
existing ICO and IEO markets.
WEPICK issues dividend offering WPC tokens and shares these with token holders to divide the ownership
of the foundation assets. This is the authority issued right upon blockchain, therefore, it can be pointed out that this
authority can be granted through SQL to permanently set the value of WPC token. WPC holders who use WEPICK’s
game service “BITBET” and price comparison platform ‘Smile It’ can be granted with part of the revenue
created by the foundation or part of management right depending on how many WPC token they hold.
WEPICK’s Vision is to establish virtuous cycle ecosystem for casino ‘BITBET’ by returning control over game to users based
on fairness, reliability and transparency. For this initiative, WEPICK issues WPC tokens and opens its price comparison
platform, ‘Smile It’ where these tokens can be used for users’ real lives.

Ⓒ Designed by Freepik
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The second most important thing is that coin holders can pursue profit satisfaction at the same time. Many users can use
BITBET and Smile It as the base to enjoy service and entertainment for their real lives and they can be provided with higher
quality products at the lowest price. In addition, as the shareholder of this WEPICK system, the foundation will make their
better effort to reserve more talents and service in order to obtain sustainable authority and profit creation.
WEPICK is ready to surprise investors. However, WEPICK won’t do anything immediately to raise coin price.
Coin owners can raise or lower coin price. Once WEPICK mining gets started, no one can find out who would be
coin owners. All WEPICK should do is to make their best effort to satisfy their users everyday. They won’t
skip one day and they will give coin owners gifts. The level which they are satisfied with will be perfectly reflected into
coin value.

3.

Market Analysis and Forecast

WEPICK will share its market insight. WEPICK will inform you of the reason why among many other services,
social casino and price comparison service have their own outstanding charms.

Online and Social Casino Market Analysis and Forecast
1)

Global online casino market is expected to grow up from KRW 48 trillion scale in 2016 to 94 trillion by 2022 . Online casino
has the same form as slot, poker, roulette game and other existing casino games. The most popular online casino game is slot
machine game and most of its sales are generated in North American market which takes up overwhelming market
share in global online casino market. On the other hand, Asian market which shows its strength in table game sales
has only 10% global market share, however, annual growth reaches to 50% which is 5 times of North American
2)
3)
market share . Most countries except for Korea have recently been legalizing online casino . EU, Canada, USA, Japan, China,
Australia, Italy and other are those examples. Now, online game went beyond simple concept of game and positioned itself as one
decent industry. In case of Korea, among KRW 11 trillion scale of the entire game market, its online game market scale has
reached to KRW 5 trillion. As for Australia, among its entire online game app sales rankings, top 10 include majority of mobile
4)
casino games .
5)
Social casino market shows a lot more drastic trait than this. From 2012 to 2017, its annual growth rate has reached to 27%
and its market scale in 2017 recorded up to KRW 5 trillion. Mobile and PC accessible casinos have already been
accepted as ordinary entertainment. In those markets in North America, Europe, Singapore and other, these casinos
come as highly loyal leisure life to users, and social casino market has emerged as a huge industry. In particular, as smart
phone distribution rate rapidly increases in Australia, Southeast Asian countries and other, current trend shows that huge
number of online casino game users are moving on to mobile casinos.

KRW 94
trillion

KRW 48
trillion

1) http://www.khgames.co.kr/news/articleView.html?idxno=113198
2) http://gametoc.hankyung.com/news/articleView.html?idxno=47114
3) http://www.khgames.co.kr/news/articleView.html?idxno=113198
4) https://news.kotra.or.kr/user/globalBbs/kotranews/4/globalBbsDataView.do?setIdx=243&dataIdx=158313
5) Social casino game means a game that offline casino is implemented as mobile game which can be enjoyed using SNS like facebook or mobile apps.
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3.1

3.2

Price Comparison Platform Market Analysis and Forecast

Price comparison platform market is currently facing its market scale expansion. When its market was created, it was PCoriented, and then, it moved onto home appliances, furniture, living products, fashion accessories, and now, it has taken control
over most of the entire shopping categories. Despite of overheated competition through Naver, open market and other, price
comparison platform market is maintaining high sales figure. Recent trend shows that its business domain is being expanded to
travel, automobile and even finance.
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[ Korean domestic price comparison platform market share ]

In case of enuri.com which takes the duo 2nd place in Korean domestic price comparison platform market share, its
sales figure showed rapid increase from 19.26 billion Korean Won in 2014 to 32.48 Korean Won in 2017.

80billion
Existing business sales figure
Data Platform business sales figure
Operating profit

32B

38.2 billion

Twice

B

19.26 billion

Twice
32.48B
(85%)

19.26B

2014

2017(e)

24B

2020(e)

[ enuri.com Sales Forecast ]

The growth in price comparison market cannot be considered without consumer-capturing keyword, ‘Cost Efficiency Ratio’. In
addition, in home appliances market which has explosively increased, ‘needs for new products’ that consumers have been longing
for are working as a major leverage.
Global home appliances market which showed 6.0% increase in 2013 has its rapid growth record displaying 6.7%
increase in 2014, 7.1% in 2015 and 7.5% in 2016, respectively. Its 381.4 billion dollar market scale in 2013 grew up to
be approximately 500 billion dollar in 2017 and in 2020 it is expected to break through 600 billion dollar record.
Global small home appliances market including kitchen appliances is expected to grow up from 79.2 billion dollar in 2017
to 84.4 billion in 2018, and by 2020 to 95.8 billion.
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Particularly, the district which blockchain-based services should pay attention to is Southeast Asia. Southeast
Asian e-commerce market is 10.9 billion dollar(approx. KRW 12,270 billion) market as of 2017. By 2025, it is expected to grow
up to be 88.1 billion dollar(approx. KRW 99,200 billion). Indonesia the most populated Southeast Asian country, is expected
to have its e-commerce market surpass 5 billion dollar(approx. KRW 5,630 billion) and its home appliances market is 106,900 billion
Rupia(approx. KRW 9 trillion). The most remarkably emerging market, Vietnam showed 5,680 trillion Dong(approx. KRW
27,500 billion) record for its small home appliances market, and this is twice of increase compared to 2011 record. In
particular, considering Southeast Asian characteristics, e-commerce takes up only 3~4% of the entire retail sales.
This is due to lack of credit card distribution and bank account holding rate. Blockchain solution can come up as the
Savior to solve this problem.

$88.1Billion

$10.9Billion

Wepick is particularly paying attention to used home appliances. Wepick founder and its partners already have over 10 years of
experience in home appliances distribution. They especially intend to use ‘Danawa(www.danawa.com)’ and other price
comparison websites to experience business point, and they want to connect this to blockchain, eventually to get
other cash transactions and state-to-state transactions merged into this scheme. Users can use their saved coins
to enjoy reasonable shopping even without cash or credit cards.
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4.

Problems of Current Market and Suggestions

4.1

Problems of Online Casino Market

4.1.1

Low Reward and Low Reliability

4.1.2

Lack of Fun

Many users are thirst for online casino, however, its quality is a lot lower than existing casinos, so they scarcely use
online casino without any brand power or public recognition. This is because this kind of casino doesn’t provide that
much fun, eventually boring off users. Most of online casino games don’t have enough video and audio effect to get users’
attention and they are lack of powerful contents and graphic quality.

4.1.3

Problem of Control over Game and High Cost

In case of existing online casinos, the control over game belongs to casino and users are not getting proper reward. In a
sense that users put their money to play games and if they don’t play games, they can’t withdraw the money they already
put, online casino can be said to be unfair. In particular, online casino is the subject of the money laundry prevention law,
therefore, in a situation where no one knows when it would be shut down or blocked, it isn’t easy for users to take control over
games.
Users are overpaying for remittance to online casino. According to the law of the country to which an online casino corporation
belongs, remittance and currency exchange fee, bank transfer fee, deposit/withdrawal fee and other fee are imposed.

Ⓒ Designed by Freepik
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The biggest problem of online casino is lack of reliability. Reliability here includes reliability on generation of probability,
winning rate of certain subject, marginal ratio of operating company, result of win or lose, hacking, server down, data and
other. Since online casino is processed with computer system, there is a blind spot that casino can
manipulate the game. Because casino which can control servers and program codes may affect game process and its
result, users’ distrust has never disappeared.

4.2

Wepick’s Suggestion

Wepick suggests following innovative solutions in order to solve problems of existing online casinos.

4.2.1

Guarantee on Fairness and Provision of High Reward

Wepick will return the profit which has never been provided by existing casinos and online casinos to
users. Profit will be returned to users by about 60% in case of existing casinos, and 75% for online casinos.
(according to International Casino Institute’s profit return ratio) However, cryptocurrency-based Wepick will be
able to return much higher ratio of 90% to users.
Wepick actively utilizes chain structure that provides high reliability to provide game results
and dividend description through its own distribution archive DB. Random number generator
which combines software with hardware can’t manipulate or intervene games and game
results are accessible with transparency. Battle Bit and its sequel games provided by Wepick
will be positioned as the fairest brand in social casino domain.
* Currently, Bakarat development 80% completed, Texas holdom 60% completed, thereafter,
Tournament/Roulette/Black Jack will be presented in order.

4.2.2

Provision of Advanced System

Wepick puts fun for users first. Wepick lays its goal in gamability which lures users to stay longer by getting
deeply indulged.
Therefore, Wepick would like to provide advanced system equipped with the most outstanding graphic, sound and speed
among existing online casino games. In particular, HD game environment and high quality contents with life-like casino feeling
fascinate users. Wepick provides Hybrid apps and the best interface optimized according to WebGL standard to
enable users to feel free to enjoy games from a variety of devices.

4.2.3

Provision of Convenient Settlement System

Wepick provides settlement system using “CHIP”. Wepick is working on the process to make this chip
exchangeable in any currency in any casino in the world. (Starting with Netherland and Malaysia, this will be realized by
cooperation with casinos of every country in the world) For 1 dollar, 100 chips can be exchanged and this means that for
example, for 5 thousand dollar, 500 thousand chips can be exchanged. (Exchange rate will be in accordance with the latest
notification.)
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Wepick adopts SQL standard protocol within blockchain to exclude any intervention driven by
moral hazard. In particular, Wepick saves game probability and results in in-house distribution DB
to create precise information on random choice for users to eventually secure fairness.

5.

Business Model

5.1

Battle Bit

Users’ profit generated in Wepick’s Battle Bit Casino is summed up with other profit from other various sources.
COPYRIGHT 2019 WEPICK ALL RIGHTS
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▲ Battle Bit 서비스 화면
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Wepick’s revenue sources include game money(chip) sales, exchange commission, banker’s revenue, game item sales,
additional service and etc. all of which are provided within betting operation revenue in accordance with the rate of return
stipulated by the Casino Institute.
Revenue
Sources

Rate of
Commiss
ion

Approx. 5%

Casino displaying winning rate

Approx. 95%

House fee

Approx. 3%

Other

Item sales, additional service sales

As for the summed-up casino game profit, summation is made every day and profit is automatically saved in the settlement
account for dividend. Dividend is paid at 00:00, the world standard time. As for the accumulated amount and paid amount in
the settlement account, anyone that holds WPC can check it any time. The amount of dividend is subject to change
depending on game operation situation. However, wise Wepick investors will figure out that casino betting profit becomes
closer to certain ratio according to the law of large numbers as the number of user increases. Of course, betting and winning
rate during game are always various event elements. (Dividend and Snapshot Policy is in the process of review on whether daily
dividend payment should be changed to weekly payment or not.)

5.2
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Game chip exchange commission

Smile It

WEPICK is establishing its price comparison platform, Smile It, so that WPC tokens can be used in users’ real
lives. This will help our clients in the world to purchase computer and electronic appliances at the lowest price by comparing
all of these products within Smile It platform. “Smile It” has its payment system in our platform, which enables our clients from all
over the world to easily purchase any product even without their bank account or credit cards. This payment system will enable our
clients to freely exchange mileage, point and other as well as cryptocurrency, eventually allowing them to deposit and withdraw
their money any place any time without remittance and exchange commission.
WEPICK wishes to position itself as the innovative global payment service corporation for financially excluded class in the
world.

“WEPICK, Leave No One Behind!”
There are approximately 2 billion world population who don’t have bank accounts. Even in the case of developing countries, only
54% of grown-ups hold bank accounts. In order to include these excluded people, WEPICK will take necessary steps to
complete our global payment system with blockchain. In order to enable everybody to freely enjoy online
shopping and games any place any time, Wepick will establish more convenient and safer payment system
to make contribution to freely enjoyable blockchain-based shopping service for this financially excluded class.
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▲ Initial screen of a beta-testing service

Wepick’s price comparison website archives price information and production information, starting from PC and peripherals to
domestic electronic appliances and lists up in the order of price. Once users click provided links and make payment,
approximately 6~7% of brokerage commission will be provided from the shopping mall. Other than this, you can expect
drastic increase in banner ads and upper ribbon ads fee within 1 year after service launching.
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6.

Technology Overview

6.1

Why Blockchain

Online service use and payment wall is still high. Blockchain lowers this wall between states and between users, enabling
them to trust each other and make free transaction and interaction. This is the beginning of blockchain service distribution among
people.
WEPICK is bitcoin-based cryptocurrency and currently, beta test on it has been completed.
WEPICK saves data on all games generated in Battle Bit Casino into blockchain. These data include participant
information, win/lose result, game process, pattern information, game commission, random number generation
equation and other. This data saving method will be of help to find out whether game participants cheat or not. Besides,
users also can have better reliability on game operation thanks to transparent information disclosure.

Ⓒ Designed by Freepik
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“Global Expansion of Reliable Online Service”

6.2

Master Node

Mining is done in X16R with POW and Master node method. Master node requires and issues 50,000,000 WPC for
one node. Master node users possess 2100 WPC per 60 seconds. For 1 day, approximately 300 million WPC is
produced and this is worth of approximately KRW 1.2 million. However, for 100 Master node users, about KRW
12,000 profit is generated per day. (This is the result of arithmetic calculation in the assumption of WPC price being 10
Satoshi.)

Division Method

WEPICK is a dividend-offering exchange and abides by 2 rules, Everyday Division and 50% Division Rate. For
more information on this, you can visit our homepage. Battle Bit, Smile It and a variety of service platforms to be added thereafter
will generate profit everyday and save it in deposit accounts. Users can predict their own dividend amount by comparing total
amount of their savings with their reserves.

6.4

Exercise of Coin holder’s right

WPC is the coin of Wepick Exchange and it simultaneously contains the right as a coin holder. Reserving WPC
doesn’t just guarantee dividend earnings, but it also allows users to pursue market profit margin using the process of buy and sell at
multiple exchanges in the world.
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6.3

6.5

Bitcoin Core Version Update
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WEPICK applies Version 0.16 and 0.17 which are more advanced than existing bitcoin. As for 0.16, ‘SegWit’ features
are fully supported. Segwit solves bitcoin network extension problem.
Version 0.17 improves block-to-block transaction speed, suggesting an alternative to the limitation of POW. 1. BIP174
partial signing bitcoin transaction supported 2. Non-HD wallet → HD wallet upgrade supported 3. HD master key
rotation feature added 4. Wallet dynamic loading and generation 5. Part of GUI/Config changed 6. ISO8601
log time stamp format and other are its main features. Wepick has knowhow on the latest extensibility and
service applicability, and this will bring Wepick steady progress in building up its own private chain.

6.6

Platform Expansion(New service)

WEPICK presents far more services other than Battle Bit and Smile It. WEPICK is preparing to present innovative platform,
DApp Store later on. WEPICK sets its goal to develop its own protocol based main net, eventually to put all DApps in
the world into this main net. All information on DApp and recommendation ranking for each factor is provided as
below. WEPICK will be positioned to be a global DApp specialized publisher in the future.

COPYRIGHT 2019 WEPICK ALL RIGHTS
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▲ Reference : App Store ranking list

This will be a business model like Google App Store. However, unlike Google, more weight is put on users when
considering comments, and users can take a variety of forms to rank DApp and leave their comments, and they can
even communicate with DApp administrator.
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We presents the world the fastest and the most innovative DApp Store in which users can search and run all the DApp in
the world within WEPICK. Users can search out DApp which is equipped with nothing but the feature they want or they can report
DApp score ranking, how much satisfaction it provides and other in detail. Beta-testing version service will be provided after 2019
3Q when “Smile It” which its initial coding has already been completed shows stability.
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Ⓒ Designed by Freepik

▲ Example showing Recommended
DApp services
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7.

Coin Spec

Coin name is WEPICK, and ticker is WPC. WEPICK token is cryptocurrency which maintains Battle Bit and
Smile It. WEPICK token value is determined based on transaction frequency of users who use Battle Bit
and Smile It and other.
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WEPICK token specification is as follows;
Category

Description

Blockchain protocol

Bitcoin

Mining

X16R

Platform
Token name

Battle Bit, Smile It, Wepick Exchange(in
preparation)
WEPICK

Ticker

WPC

Google/App Store e-wallet

WEPICK Wallet

Distributed amount

50%

Total issued amount

80,000,000,000

Purchase

BTC, USDC

Voting right

Yes

Bonus

Yes

Refund

No

Currency exchange

Possible

Restricted country

USA

Block reward

60SEC (3,000 WPC)

Mining method

POW(29%)+MN(70%)+DEV(1%)

WHITEPAPER
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8.

Coin Division

Token Allocation

Reserve(
Dividend)

13%
Mining

25%

62%

Sale
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As for WEPICK token, WPC token which abides by the bitcoin coin standard is issued. As for WPC token,
only 50% of total issued amount is distributed in order to facilitate the ecosystem. Total issued amount is 80 billion
and 20 billion will be used for sale, and 10 billion for dividend.
In case of Battle Bit, 50% of total casino operating revenue is escrowed into the dividend account. At every 12
a.m., dividend is settled in proportion to each user’s reserve ratio. In case of Smile It, from the 6% commission, 2% commission
for PG corporation is deducted, and from remaining 4%, 2% is paid out as dividend in WPC token and from remaining
2%, 1% is settled as dividend in bitcoin.

9.

Fund Spending Plan

WEPICK token is monetary means which can be used in Battle Bit and Smile It and it is used for all kinds of activities in
Wepick ecosystem. Considerable amount of proceed will be used for Wepick ecosystem and participating user services.
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Proceed Allocation
Management

Legal affair &
administration

Adviser &
initial investor

Reserve

12%

7%

3%

11%

30%

25%
3%

Development &
operation

Marketing
Finding ecosystem
& new market
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10. Road Map
WEPICK’s mid & long term road map is as follows;
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2018 3Q
○

Diceme launching

○

Website establishment

○

Start Main net

○

Additional service development (Bakarat Casino)

2018. 4Q
○

Wepick rebranding

○

Coin config development

○

Algorithm & Master node development

2019. 1Q (Jan~Feb)
○

WPC Private Sale start

○

Start Mining

○

Algorithm Master node announcement

○

Diceme Casino ▶ Wepick ‘The Battle Bit’ rebranding

○

Wepick new windows wallet open

○

Official launching of Wepick main net service

2019.1-2Q (Mar~Apr)
○

Wepick Exchange beta opening

○

Upon service stablization, original version OPEN / WPC listed price(inofficial)

○

Key currency ( USDT / BTC / WPC ) planned for launching. KRW presented in the appendix on market price in table

○

Battle bit casino/Bakarat holdom official service starts

○

Roulette/Slot/Tournament development starts

WHITEPAPER
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2019.3Q
○

Smile It basic development completion & member company recruitment

○

Blockchain ad solution development for paid PC Rooms begins(Domestic public paid PC Rooms)

○

Wepick PC Room franchisee recruitment begins(Allocation of 10 billion from company reserve)

○

Host Battle Bit Casino Mobile Tournament
COPYRIGHT 2019 WEPICK ALL RIGHTS
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2019.4Q
○

Battle Bit Casino black jack/slot development

○

Wepick 2020 development plan announcement

○

Establish basic development plan for Casino extended game, Macau Land MMORPG

○

Smile It official launching (Price comparison solution, followed by Southeast Asian delivery system development)

○

Blockchain paid public PC Room “WEPICK PC Room” launching

○

Start franchise & host sales

2020○

Smile It partnership with Japanese, Korean, Southeast Asian and other countries’ offline distributors

○

Smile It offline payment solution launching

○

Smile It blockchain card launching

○

Host Global Battle Bit Casino Mobile Tournament(Regular/Occasional)

○

Complete casino ecosystem establishment with 5~8 Battle Bit game sets
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11. Conclusion

The Better Crypto-world

Ⓒ Designed by Freepik
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Wepick will pursue service for all and profit for all. Currently, exchange market is pervaded with corrupt schemes and conspiration.
Wepick will take any challenge not just for ourselves, but also for users’ vision. At the same time, Wepick will implement
what we’ve been working hard on in silence to take our big steps forward to the greater cryptocurrency ecosystem. ‘DividendOffering All-In-One Service Exchange, WEPICK’ will never stop and will be here to devote ourselves for investors and
users. More expectations are welcome on Wepick’s integrity with which our promises that we’ve kept are led to
another promise to take all of us to the heavenly sky.

12. Legal Notice

This whitepaper was written to explain overall contents of project and its progress in detail. This
COPYRIGHT 2019 WEPICK ALL RIGHTS
RESERVED

whitepaper wasn’t written for the purpose of solicitation on investment and other, but just for the
purpose of information provision. Please be noted that no one will ever take any responsibility
for compensation, indemnification and other even if any reader of this whitepaper refers to this,
which leads to financial loss or damage like falling in debt.
Since this whitepaper is written and provided upon the fact as of the written date, there will not
be any warranty that any of contents contained in this whitepaper would be precise to certain
time in the future and/or would not be any change. The contents written in this whitepaper is just
information based on determination as of present point, and there is no legal obligation upon the
project team to amend and/or correct this whitepaper.
The project team shall not make any statement and/or grant any warranty on any of contents contained in this
whitepaper to anybody that reads it, and they shall never take any legal responsibility therewith. This
whitepaper isn’t written for distribution, posting, or any state and region where its use is forbidden and their
residents.
This whitepaper may be used only for this project and any part or all of its contents should not
be distributed, duplicated and/or published to other parties for any purpose whatsoever without
prior consent of the project team.
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